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Abstract
A graph G is 3--critical if its domination number  is 3 and the addition of any edge
decreases  by 1. Wojcicka conjectured that every 3--critical graph with minimum degree >2
has a hamiltonian cycle. In this paper, we prove that if G is a 3--critical connected graph of
order n with minimum degree >2, then (1) G is 1-tough; (2) the circumference of G is at
least n− 1. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and notations
We consider nite connected graphs G = (V (G); E(G)) without loops or multiple
edges. Let G denote the complement graph of G. For any set AV (G), G[A] denotes
the subgraph of G induced by A; G−A stands for G[V (G)−A]; !(G−A) is the number
of components of G−A and A is called a cutset if !(G−A)> 1. A vertex v is called
a cutvertex if !(G − fvg)> 1. The graph G is said to be t-tough if for every cutset
S V (G); jSj>t!(G− S). If A; BV (G), then we dene NA(B) = fx2A j xy2E(G)
for some y2Bg. When A=V (G), we write N (B) instead of NV (G)(B). If x2V (G), we
simply write N (x)=N (fxg) and d(x)=jN (x)j. We write N [x]=N (x)[fxg for x2V (G).
Let (G) denote the minimum degree of G and (G) denote the independence number
of G. A vertex v is called an endvertex if d(v)=1. Let C be a cycle of G. We choose an
arbitrary orientation on C and use classical notation. The successor (predecessor, resp.)
of a vertex v of C is denoted by v+ (v−, resp.). Put v+2 = (v+)+ and v−2 = (v−)−.
For any AV (C), we put A+ = fx+ j x2Ag and A− = fx− j x2Ag. If u and v are
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distinct vertices of C;
!
C [u; v], or u
!
C v, when this writing is more convenient, is the
portion of C containing all the vertices between u and v; u and v included, following
the orientation.
!
C [u; v] can be viewed as a path or as a set of vertices.
 
C [u; v]=u
 
C v
is dened in a similar way. The circumference c(G) is the length of a longest cycle of
G. A hamiltonian path (cycle, resp.) of G is a path (cycle, resp.) passing exactly once
through every vertex of G. Obviously, a graph G with n vertices has a hamiltonian
cycle if and only if c(G) = n. Other notation and terminology can be found in [1].
For x and y in V (G), we say that x dominates y (or y is dominated by x), denoted
by x  y, if x= y or x is adjacent to y. For two sets of vertices, X and Y , we say X
dominates Y , denoted by X  Y , if each vertex in Y is dominated by some vertex in X .
We will use x  y or X  Y to denote that x does not dominate y or X does not
dominate Y . The smallest cardinality amongst the sets which dominate V (G) is called
the domination number and is denoted by (G). If k is an integer at least 2, the graph
G is said to be k--critical if (G)= k and (G+ e)= k − 1 for any e2E(G). For the
remainder of this paper, we consider only connected 3--critical graphs, abbreviated to
3-critical graphs.
Given three vertices u; v and x such that fu; xg dominates G−fvg but not v, we will
write [u; x] ! v. It was observed in [4] that if u; v are any two nonadjacent vertices
of the 3-critical graph G, then since (G + uv) = 2; there exists a vertex x such that
either [u; x]! v or [v; x]! u. We will make extensive use of this observation.
A cycle C of a graph G is said to be a dominating cycle, if each component of
G−V (C) has only one vertex. Clearly, if C is a dominating cycle of G, then V (C) 
V (G). But for a cycle C satisfying V (C)  V (G), C is not necessarily a dominating
cycle.
The concept of domination critical graphs was introduced by Sumner in [3]. The
following theorem contains two results concerning 3-critical graphs, which will be
useful later.
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected 3--critical graph.
(a) ([4]) If T is a cutset of G; then G − T has atmost jT j+ 1 components.
(b) ([3]) If v is a cutvertex of G; then v is adjacent to an endvertex of G.
As for the hamiltonian properties of 3-critical graphs, in [6], Wojcicka proved the
following result, which was conjectured by Sumner in [3].
Theorem 2 (Wojcicka [6]). Every connected 3-critical graph on more than six ver-
tices has a hamiltonian path.
In the same paper, Wojcicka also gave the following:
Conjecture 3. Every connected 3-critical graph with no endvertex has a hamiltonian
cycle.
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For the 3-critical graphs with at least one endvertex, Xue and Chen showed the
following:
Theorem 4 (Xue and Chen [7]). If G is a connected 3-critical graph with (G) = 1;
then G − V1(G) has a hamiltonian cycle; where V1(G) = fv2V (G) jd(v) = 1g:
We did not succeed in proving that Conjecture 3 is true in this paper. But going
in this direction, some results concerning the conjecture are given. At the end of this
section, we will show that our results generalize Theorems 2 and 4.
In this paper, we prove the following:
Theorem 5. Let G be a connected 3-critical graph with (G)>2. Then G is 1-tough.
Theorem 6. Let G be a connected 3-critical graph. Then each longest cycle of G is
a dominating cycle.
Notice that Theorem 6 has as corollary the next result that can be found in [6].
Corollary. Let G be a connected 3-critical graph. Then G has a cycle C such that
V (C) dominates G.
Using Theorems 4 and 5, we also prove the following:
Theorem 7. Let G be a connected 3-critical graph of order n and C be a longest cycle
of G. If there exists a vertex u of G − V (C) such that dC(u)>2; then c(G)>n− 1.
In particular; if G is 2-connected; then c(G)>n− 1.
Note. Recently, by using Theorems 5{7, Favaron et al. [2] proved: If G is a con-
nected 3-critical graph with (G)>2, then (G)6(G) + 2 and G is hamiltonian,
when (G)6(G)+1. Tian, Wei and Zhang [5] showed: if G is a connected 3-critical
graph with (G)>2 and (G)=(G)+2, then G is hamiltonian. Combining these two
new results, Conjecture 3 is completely solved.
In order to prove our results we need the following lemmas:
Lemma 1. Let G be a connected 3-critical graph and W be an independent set of
k>2 vertices. Then there exists an ordering F(W ) = fw1; w2; : : : ; wkg of W and a
sequence Y (W ) = (y1; y2; : : : ; yk−1) of jW j − 1 distinct vertices such that [wj; yj] !
wj+1; 16j6k − 1.
This lemma restates a lemma due to Sumner and Blitch ([4], Lemma 2). In [4] they
considered the case k>4, which guarantees Y (W ) \W = ;. For the cases k = 2 and
k = 3, Lemma 1 can be easily veried since G is a 3-critical graph.
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Let C be a longest cycle of a graph G, and H a component of G − V (C). Given
an arbitrary orientation of C, let
X = NC(H) = fx1; : : : ; xkg; indices following the orientation of C;
A= X+ = fa1; a2; : : : ; akg; where ai = x+i ;
B= X− = fb1; b2; : : : ; bkg; where bi = x−i ;
Ci =
!
C [ai; bi+1]; indices taken modulo k:
Since C is a longest cycle, for k>2, we have the following two lemmas, classical
results in the theory on hamiltonian cycles and so we omit their proofs.
Lemma 2. For any v2V (H); A [ fvg is independent;
Lemma 3. For any 16i 6= j6k; N (ai) \ N (aj) \ (V (G)− V (C)) = ;.
(Symmetrical statements of Lemmas 2 and 3 hold by exchanging A and B.)
The proof of the following lemma can be found in [7]. In order to make the paper
more self-contained, we will give its proof.
Lemma 4 (Xue and Chen [7]). Let G be a connected 3-critical graph. Suppose that
q is an endvertex of G and p the neighbor of q in G. Then N (p)− fqg is a clique.
Proof. Consider v1; v2 2N (p) − fqg with v1v2 62E(G). Then there exists a
vertex z such that [v1; z] ! v2 or [v2; z] ! v1. Obviously, from d(q) = 1; z is equal
to p or q. Since v1p; v2p2E(G) we have z = q. Assume, without loss of generality,
that [v1; q] ! v2. Thus v1  G − fq; v2g and hence fv1; pg  G, which contradicts
(G) = 3.
The proofs of Theorems 5{7 will be given in Sections 2{4, respectively.
Now, we show how we can use our results to derive Theorems 2 and 4. By
Theorem 6, we can choose a longest dominating cycle C of G.
For Theorem 4, under the condition =1, if c(G)=n−1, then clearly G−V1(G) is
hamiltonian; if c(G)6n−2, then by Theorem 7, for any vertex u2G−V (C), d(u)=1,
so G − V1(G) has a hamiltonian cycle.
For Theorem 2, if jCj>n − 1, then G contains a hamiltonian path. If jCj6n − 2,
then by Theorem 7, dC(u) = 1 for any u2V (G − C). Since G is 3-critical, we can
easily prove that jCj = n − 2, when n> 6. Let u and v be the vertices of V (G − C)
and x2NC(u), y2NC(v). If x=y, by Lemma 4, N (x)−fug is a clique which implies
x+v2E, contrary to the maximality of C. Thus x 6= y. When x=y+ or x=y−, then G
contains a hamiltonian path. When x 6= y+ and x 6= y−, then x+y+ 2E(G) (otherwise
we cannot nd a vertex z such that [x+; z]! y+ or [y+; z]! x+). Thus we can also
get a hamiltonian path in G.
Hence, our results above generalize Theorems 2 and 4.
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2. Proof of Theorem 5
In this section, we will prove Theorem 5: Every connected 3-critical graph G with
(G)>2 is 1-tough.
Lemma 5. Let G be a connected 3-critical graph. If T0 is a cutset of G such that
!(G − T0) = jT0j+ 1; then v is a cutvertex of G for any v2T0.
Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that jT0j= k − 1>2 and let T1; T2; : : : ; Tk be
the vertex sets of the components of G − T0. Take wi 2Ti and set Si =
Ti − fwig; 16i6k. Let W = fw1; w2; : : : ; wkg. Obviously W is an independent set
of G. By Lemma 1 we may assume that, without loss of generality, there exists a
sequence Y (W ) = (y1; y2; : : : ; yk−1) such that [wt; yt]! wt+1; 16t6k − 1.
Case 1. jT0j>3, or jT0j= 2 and Si 6= ;; 16i63.
In this case, necessarily Y (W )T0 and hence Y (W )=T0. From w1wk 62E(G), there
exists a vertex y2V (G) − fw1; wkg such that [w1; y] ! wk or [wk; y] ! w1 and
also y2T0, so y = yt for some t 2f1; 2; : : : ; k − 1g. Note that ytw1 2E(G) for each
t; 26t6k−1 and y1w2 62E(G). Hence [wk; yt]! w1 is impossible. So [w1; yt]! wk .
From the facts ytwk 2E(G), for each t; 16t6k − 2, we get that t = k − 1, that
is [w1; yk−1] ! wk and consequently, Tk−1N (yk−1). Since [wk−1; yk−1]!wk and
wk−1 x for any x in Tj for 16j6k − 2 or in Sk , we get T1 [ T2 [    [ Tk−2 [
Sk N (yk−1). Since [wj; yj] ! wj+1; 16j6k − 2, we get Y (W )nfyk−1gN (wk).
Therefore fwk; yk−1g  V (G), which contradicts (G) = 3.
Case 2. jT0j= 2 and at least one of S1; S2; S3 is empty.
Without loss of generality assume that S3 is empty, i.e., T3 = fw3g. Suppose
T0 = fy1; y2g.
Case 2.1. d(w3) = 1.
Assume that N (w3) = fy2g. Then y2 is a cutvertex of G. By Lemma 4 and the
connectedness of G, exactly one of N (y2)\ T1 and N (y2)\ T2 is empty. Hence y1 is
also a cutvertex of G.
Case 2.2. d(w3) = 2.
Notice that (T1 [ T2)− (N (y1) [ N (y2)) 6= ;, otherwise, fy1; y2g  V (G). Assume,
without loss of generality, that w2 62N (y1) [ N (y2). Thus S2 is not empty since G
is connected. Consider w1 2T1 and u2 2 S2. Since w1u2 62E(G), there exists a vertex
z such that [w1; z]! u2 or [u2; z]!w1. The case [w1; z]! u2 is impossible because
w2 62N (w1) [ N (z) if z 2fy1; y2; w3g; and w3 62N (w1) [ N (z) if z 2T1 [ T2. Thus we
must have [u2; z]!w1.
Case 2.2.1. S1 6= ;.
In order to dominate S1 and w3, we have z 2T0. Without loss of generality, assume
that z = y1. Thus we have S1N (y1). Take u1 in S1. As above we get [u2; yi]! u1
for some i2f1; 2g. Since y1u1 2E(G), we have i = 2, i.e., [u2; y2]! u1. Thus T1 −
fu1gN (y2).
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If jT1j>3, then for any w01 2T1 − fu1; w1g, it follows as above that [u2; yi]!w01
for some i2f1; 2g, which is impossible since w01 2N (y1)\N (y2). Therefore we have
jT1j= 2, i.e., T1 = fw1; u1g; N (u1) \ T0 = fy1g and N (w1) \ T0 = fy2g.
Consider w2 and w3. There exists a vertex z such that [w2; z]!w3 or [w3; z]!w2.
The case [w3; z]!w2 is impossible because w1 or u1 cannot be dominated by fw3; zg
if z 2T0; and Tj cannot be dominated by fw3; zg if z 2Ti, (16i 6= j62). The case
[w2; z]!w3 is also impossible because fw2; zg  fw1; u1g if z 2T0[T2; and fw2; zg 
fy1; y2g if z 2T1.
Case 2.2.2. S1 = ;.
Then [u2; z]!w1. From the proof of Case 2:1, we know that if Si = ; then either
y1; y2 are cutvertices or d(w1) = 2: In the latter case, w1 2N (y1) \ N (y2). Thus we
get z 62T0 and hence z = w3, i.e., [u2; w3]!w1. Hence T2 − fu2gN (u2). Since u2 is
an arbitrary vertex in S2, we have that T2 is a clique.
Since G is connected, there exist some vertex w02 2T2 and some yi 2T0, say y1,
such that y1w02 2E(G). Thus fy2; w02g  V (G), a contradiction.
Theorem 5 is an easy consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 5.
3. Proof of Theorem 6
In this section, we will prove that every longest cycle of G is dominating. By
contradiction, assume that there exists a longest cycle C of G and H a component of
G − V (C) such that jV (H)j>2. Give an arbitrary orientation to C and dene X; A; B
and Ci as in Section 1. If jX j= jNC(H)j=1; x1 is a cutvertex. By Theorem 1(b), there
exists an end-vertex v such that x1v2E(G). Since a1 is not adjacent to any vertex of
H by Lemma 2, N (x1) − fvg is not a clique, which is contrary to Lemma 4. Thus
k = jX j>2. We denote a longest (xi; xj)-path with the internal vertices in V (H) by
xiHxj.
Lemma 6. Y (A)X and Y (B)X .
Proof. By symmetry, we only prove that Y (A)X:
By Lemma 1, there exist an ordering faj1 ; aj2 ; : : : ; ajkg of the elements of A and a
sequence Y (A) = fy1; y2; : : : ; yk−1g such that [ajt ; yt]! ajt+1 for any 16t6k − 1. In
order to dominate V (H), we have yt 2V (H) [ X by Lemma 2. We will show that
Y (A)X .
By contradiction, assume that there exists some 16t6k − 1 such that yt 2V (H). If
k>3, then ; 6= A−fajt ; ajt+1g can not be dominated by fajt ; ytg, a contradiction. Thus
k = 2 and we may assume with loss of generality that [a1; y1]! a2.
If there exists an (x1; x2)-path P internally disjoint from C that contains at least two
vertices of V (H), then jC2j>2. Thus a+2 6= x1 and hence a1  a+2 since a+2 62NC(H).
But then x1
!
P x2
 
C a1a+2
!
C x1 is a cycle longer than C, a contradiction. So for any
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(x1; x2)-path P internally disjoint from C, P contains at most one vertex of V (H). This
implies that NH (x1) =NH (x2) = fug for some vertex u2V (H). Since jV (H)j>2, u is
a cutvertex, so by Theorem 1(b), there exists an endvertex v such that uv2E(G). By
Lemma 4, V (H) = fu; vg and x1x2 2E. Since [a1; y1]! a2 and y1 2V (H), we have
V (G)− (V (H) [ X [ A)N (a1). Thus by the maximality of C, we have
(a) for any z 2V (!C [a1; b2])), a2 62N (z) (otherwise, x1 C a2z C a1z+!C x2ux1 when
z 6= b2 or x1 C a+2 a1
!
C b2a2x2ux1 when z = b2 is a cycle longer than C).
We now consider the following two cases.
Case 1. V (G)− (V (C) [ V (H)) 6= ;.
Let H1 6= H be another component of G−C and u1 2V (H1). Then V (H1)N (a1).
Since a2u1 62E(G) by Lemma 3, there exists a vertex y such that [u1; y]! a2 or
[a2; y]! u1. In order to dominate v; y2V (H). Thus a1 62N (a2) [ N (y) and conse-
quently, [a2; y]! u1 is impossible. Hence [u1; y]! a2 and since v is not adjacent to
any vertex in C, while u1 is not adjacent to x1 by the maximality of C, it follows that
u= y. Also by the maximality of C, we have a1 = b2; a2 = b1 and dC(u0)61 for any
u0 2V (H1)N (a1). Since ua1 62E(G), there exists a vertex y0 such that [a1; y0]! u
or [u; y0]! a1. In the former case, y0 2V (H) to dominate v, which is impossible since
V (H) = fu; vg and uv2E. In the latter case, y0 2V (H1) to dominate u1, which is
impossible since V (H1)N (a1).
Case 2. V (G − C) = V (H).
Since (G)=3, neither fu; x1g nor fu; x2g can dominate V (G). Notice that x1x2 2E.
Thus we have
(b) NC[xi] 6= V (C) for i = 1; 2.
If a2 = b1, then by (b), a1 6= b2. Since va2 62E, there exists a vertex y such that
[a2; y]! v or [v; y]! a2. In the former case, since ua2 62E; y=xi; i=1 or i=2, which
is impossible by (a) and (b). Thus [v; y]! a2 and consequently y2 (N (x1)\N (x2))−
fug, that is, y2V (C1) Since yu 62E, there exists a vertex y0 such that [y; y0]! u
or [u; y0]!y. The former case is impossible because v cannot be dominated without
dominating u. In the latter case, since y2N (x1) \ N (x2) \ V (C1), we have y0 6= xi,
i = 1 or 2. Thus by (a) again, [u; y0]!y is impossible.
If a2 6= b1, then a1b1 2E since b1 62NC(H). By the maximality of C, a1 6= b2,
x1b2 62E and a2x1 62E. Thus there exists a vertex y such that [y; x1]! b2 or [y; b2]! x1.
In order to dominate v, y2V (H) and consequently a2 62N (y). Thus the former case
is impossible since a2 62N (x1); and the latter case is also impossible since a2 62N (b2)
by (a).
Therefore Y (A)X .
In the following, by Lemma 6, we may use the symbol X (A)= (xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xik−1 ) for
an ordering of k − 1 vertices of X instead of Y (A) = (y1; y2; : : : ; yk−1).
Obviously, we have that for each t; 16t6k − 1;
A− fajt ; ajt+1gN (xit ); ajt+1 62N (xit ); (1)
V (H)N (xit ): (2)
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Let X − X (A) = fxikg and choose u2V (H) \ N (xik ). Then
u2
k\
t=1
N (xit ): (3)
From (2) and jV (H)j>2, we have
Claim 1. Between any two distinct vertices xi and xj of X; there is an (xi; xj)-path P
internally disjoint from C that contains at least two vertices of V (H).
By Claim 1 and the maximality of C, we get jCij>2 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k:
Case 1. k>3:
(i). Since ubik 62E(G), there exists some y such that [u; y]! bik or [bik ; y]! u.
If [bik ; y]! u, then y 62X by (3) and hence y2V (H) to dominate V (H) − fug.
But no vertex of B − fbikg is dominated by fy; bikg (by Lemma 2 applied to B), a
contradiction. Thus we have [u; y]! bik . Obviously, y 6= xik . By (1) we have y 6=
xit ; (16t6k − 1): Thus y2V (C)− X: Moreover,
V (C)− (X [ fbik ; yg)N (y); bik 62N [y]: (4)
Claim 2. y 62A [ B [ A+ [ B−.
Proof. By Lemma 2, A [ fug is independent and so if y2A, then fy; ug  A −
fyg, a contradiction. Thus y 62A and similarly, y 62B since k>3. We prove that
y 62A+. Otherwise, let y = a+i . Let aj 2A − faig. Then by (4), aja+i 2E(G), so that
xi
!
P xj
 
C a+i aj
!
C xi is a cycle longer than C, a contradiction. Now we prove y 62B−.
Otherwise, let y= b−i . Thus for k>3, any vertex of B−fbi; bikg would be adjacent to
b−i by (4). Thus we can symmetrically get a cycle longer than C, a contradiction.
Remark. From the proof of Claim 2, we can see that y 62A[ B [ A+ [ B− also holds
for k=2 except in the unique case when y= b−i1 . Notice that if y= bi1 , then b
−
i1 6= aik ,
for otherwise fbi1 ; ug  A by Claim 1 and the maximality of C, contrary to the fact
that fbi1 ; ug  V (G)− fbi2g.
(ii) Since uy 62E(G), there exists some vertex y1 such that [y1; u]!y or [y; y1]! u.
Always by the same argument, if [y; y1]! u, then y1 62X by (3). In order to dominate
V (H)−fug, we get y1 2V (H). Note that ybik 62E(G) by (4), and hence bik cannot be
dominated by fy; y1g, a contradiction. Thus we have [y1; u]!y. By (4), y1 2X[fbikg.
If y1 = bik , then any vertex of B − fbikg is adjacent to y1, which contradicts Lemma
2. Thus y1 2X . If y1 = xit , for some t; 16t6k − 1, then by (1), ajt+1 62N (xit )[N (u),
a contradiction. We necessarily have y1 = xik , that is [u; xik ]!y. Since y 62A [ B by
Claim 2, we have y+; y− 62X = NC(u), and hence
fy+; y−g [ A [ BN (xik ): (5)
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Consider the independent set B. Similarly we get an ordering F(B)=(bl1 ; bl2 ; : : : ; blk )
of the vertices of B and a sequence X (B)=(xm1 ; xm2 ; : : : ; xmk−1 ) such that [xmt ; blt ]! blt+1
for 16t6k−1. Since BN (xik ) by (5), we have xik 62X (B) and thus fxi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xik−1g
= fxm1 ; xm2 ; : : : ; xmk−1g. Analogous to (1), we get
B− fblt ; blt+1gN (xmt ); blt+1 62N (xmt ); 16t6k − 1: (10)
Claim 3. (a) A [ fy+g and B [ fy−g are independent; (b) y+y− 62E(G).
Proof. (a) Otherwise, let ai 2A such that aiy+ 2E(G). If y2V (Ci), then y 6= ai as
y 62A. Since yai+1 2E(G) by (4), xiHxi+1 C y+ai!C yai+1!C xi is a cycle longer than
C, a contradiction. If y 62V (Ci), then, since yb−i+1 2E(G) by (4) and jxiHxi+1j>2; the
cycle aiy+
!
C xiHxi+1
!
C yb−i+1
 
C ai is longer than C, a contradiction. Hence A [ fy+g
is independent. Similarly, we can prove that B [ fy−g is independent.
(b) Otherwise, letting y2V (Ci) for some i; 16i6k; since ai; ai+1 2N (y) by (4),
we get a cycle yai+1
!
C xiHxi+1
 
C y+y−
 
C aiy longer than C, a contradiction.
(iii) Since y+y− 62E(G), we have [y+; y2]!y− or [y−; y2]!y+ for some vertex
y2. Since y 62A[B, we have y2 2X [V (H) to dominate V (H). By Claim 3(a), y2 2X .
We deduce from (5) that y2 2X − fxikg. Let y2 = xit for some t; 16t6k − 1. Note
that y− 62A by Claim 2. By Claim 3(a) and (1), we have ajt+1 62N (y+) [ N (xit ) and
hence [y+; y2]!y− is impossible. Similarly, by (10) and Claims 2, 3(a), we get that
[y−; y2]!y+ is also impossible (since one vertex of B is not dominated by fy−; y2g
and is dierent from y+ as k>3).
Case 2. k = 2.
Assume, without loss of generality, that aj1 = a1 and aj2 = a2. Necessarily, xi1 = x1;
xik = xi2 = x2. By the remark following the proof of Claim 2, this proof is valid except
in the unique case when [u; y]! b2 and y = b−1 . In the former case we may proceed
exactly as in Case 1. In the latter case, (4) holds. Similar to the proof for k>3, con-
sidering u and y = b−1 , we get [y1; u]! b−1 . As remarked after the proof of Claim 2,
b−1 6= a2 and thus y1 = x2, that is, [x2; u]! b−1 and hence (5) holds. By the proof of
Claim 3(b), we know that b1b−21 62E(G). Thus there exists y2 such that [b1; y2]! b−21
or [b−21 ; y2]! b1. In both cases, y2 2X to dominate u. By (5), it must be y2 = x1. But
[b−21 ; x1]! b1 is impossible since x1b1 2E(G). Thus we get [b1; x1]! b−21 . By (4) we
have b−1 a1 2E(G), and hence b−21 6= a2, for otherwise x1Hx2
 
C a1b−1 b1x1 is a cycle
longer than C by Claim 1, a contradiction. Since [b1; x1]! b−21 , we have b1a2 2E(G)
or x1a2 2E(G). But then x1Hx2 C a1b−1
 
C a2b1x1 or x1Hx2
 
C a1b−1
 
C a2x1 is a cycle
longer than C by Claim 1, a contradiction.
The proof of Theorem 6 is complete.
4. Proof of Theorem 7
Let C be a longest cycle of G and suppose that there is a vertex y in G − C such
that d(y)>2. We will prove that jV (C)j= jV (G)j − 1. By Theorem 6, V (G)− V (C)
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is an independent set. Take a vertex u2V (G)− V (C) such that
d(u) = maxfd(y) jy2V (G)− V (C)g
and suppose d(u) = k. Then k>2. Let X = N (u) and dene A; B and Ci as in
Section 1. We rst prove the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let y2V (Ci) − fai; bi+1g for some 16i6k. If AN (y) and b2N (y)
for some b2!C (xi+1; xi) \ B; then A [ fy+g is an independent set of G.
Proof. We suppose without loss of generality that i=1 and bt 6= b2 satises bty2E(G).
Since a2y2E(G), we have ajy+ 62E(G) for any j 6= 2, for otherwise x2uxj C a2y C
ajy+
!
C x2 is a cycle longer than C, a contradiction. If y+a2 2E(G), then x2 C y+
a2a+2
!
C bty
 
C xtux2 is a cycle longer than C, a contradiction. Thus a2y+ 62E(G). Since
A is an independent set of G, A [ fy+g is an independent set of G.
Now, we turn to prove Theorem 7. By contradiction, assume that jV (C)j6jV (G)j−2.
Let v be an arbitrary vertex of V (G − C)− fug. Then we have
Claim 4. jN (u) \ N (v)j>k − 1.
Proof. Since A is an independent vertex set of G, by Lemma 1, there exist an ordering
F(A)=(aj1 ; : : : ; ajk ) of the elements of A and a sequence Y (A)=(y1; : : : ; yk−1) of jAj−1
distinct vertices such that [ajt ; yt]! ajt+1 for any 16t6k − 1.
If v 62N (A), then Y (A)N (v) and Y (A)X , since N (u) \ A = ;. Thus jN (u) \
N (v)j>jY (A)j= k − 1.
If v2N (A), then by Lemma 3, jN (v)\Aj=1. Without loss of generality, let a1v2E.
Then a+1 v 62E, since C is a longest cycle of G. If a+1 u2E or a+1 aj 2E for some j 6= 1,
then C0 = x1ua+1
!
C x1 or C0 = xj
 
C a+1 aj
!
C x1uxj is a cycle of maximum length such
that G − C0 contains an edge va1, contrary to Theorem 6. Thus A1 = fa+1 ; a2; : : : ; akg
is an independent set of G. Therefore, there exist an ordering F(A1) of A1 and a
sequence Y (A1) of jA1j−1 distinct vertices such that the conclusion of Lemma 1 holds.
Since N (u) \ A1 = ; and N (v) \ A1 = ;, Y (A1)N (u) \ N (v). Thus jN (u) \ N (v)j>
jY (A1)j= k − 1.
By Claim 4 and the choice of u; k − 16d(v)6k for any v2V (H). We distinguish
the following two cases.
Case 1. d(v) = k − 1.
By Claim 4, we may, without loss of generality, assume that N (v)=X −fx1g. Since
uv 62E(G), there exists a vertex y such that [y; v]! u or [y; u]! v. In the former case,
we have y 62X as u2N (X ). In the latter case, y 62X −fx1g since N (v)=X −fx1g and
if y=x1, V (G)− (X [fvg)N (x1) which implies fv; x1g  V (G), contrary to the fact
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that (G) = 3. Thus y 6= x1. This together with Lemma 3 implies that y2V (C) − X
in both subcases.
Since (A [ B) \ (N (u) [ N (v)) = ;; k>2 and both A and B are independent by
Lemma 2, no vertex in A (or B) dominates all vertices in A (or B). Hence y 62A [ B
and consequently A [ BN (y). By Lemma 7, A2 = A [ fy+g is an independent set
of G. Thus there exist an ordering F(A2) of A2 and a sequence Y (A2) of jA2j − 1
distinct vertices such that the conclusion of Lemma 1 holds. Since N (u) \ A2 = ; and
N (v)\A2=;; Y (A2)N (u)\N (v). Thus jN (u)\N (v)j>jY (A2)j=k, which is contrary
to the fact that d(v) = k − 1.
Case 2. d(v) = k.
Since v is an arbitrary vertex of V (G − C) − fug and k>2, in this case, we may
assume that (G)>2.
Case 2.1. N (u) = N (v).
Since uv 62E(G), there exists a vertex y such that [y; v]! u or [y; u]! v. Since
N (u)=N (v)=X and C is a longest cycle of G, we have y 62X and fu; vg\N (y+)=;
in both subcases. Thus y2V (C)− X . As in Case 1, y 62A [ B and A [ BN (y). By
Lemma 7, A [ fy+g is an independent set of G and furthermore, A3 = A [ fy+; vg is
an independent set of G and jA3j>4. Thus there exist an ordering F(A3) of A3 and
a sequence Y (A3) of jA3j − 1 distinct vertices such that the conclusion of Lemma 1
holds. Since N (u) \ A3 = ;; Y (A3)N (u). Thus jN (u)j>jY (A3)j= k + 1, contrary to
the fact that d(u) = k.
Case 2.2. N (u) 6= N (v).
By Claim 4, jN (u) \ N (v)j= k − 1 and we assume, without loss of generality, that
N (v) = X − fx1g. Since uv 62E(G), there exists a vertex y such that [y; v]! u or
[y; u]! v. By symmetry, we only deal with the subcase [y; v]! u.
If v 62N (A) [ N (B), then A [ BN (y). Since A and B are independent,
y2V (Ci)−fai; bi+1g for some 16i6k, which implies y+ 62N (u)\N (v). By Lemma
7, A[fy+g is an independent set of G. Thus there exist an ordering F(A[fy+g) and
a sequence Y (A [ fy+g) of k distinct vertices such that the conclusion of Lemma 1
holds. Since (A[ fy+g)\ (N (u)[N (v)) = ;, we have Y (A[ fy+g)N (u)\N (v) to
dominate u and v, which leads to jN (u) \ N (v)j>k, a contradiction.
If v2N (A) [ N (B), suppose without loss of generality that va1 2E(G). Let A4 =
(A− fa1g) [ fa+1 g. Then ua+1 62E(G), for otherwise ua+1
!
C x1u is also a longest cycle
but it is not dominating, which contradicts Theorem 6; so A4 [ fug is independent.
Moreover, va+1 62E(G) since C is a longest cycle, and B\N (v)=;, since N (v)=(X −
fx1g) [ fa1g.
Since u2N (X ) and A4; B are independent, y 62A4[B[X . Thus A4[BN (y), since
(A4[B)\N (v)=;. Hence y2V (C)−(A4[B[X ). Let y2 (V (Ci)−fai; bi+1g for some
16i6k. Since biy2E; y+aj 62E for any j 6= i, for otherwise xi!C ybi C ajy+!C xjuxi
is a cycle longer than C, a contradiction. When i 6= k, since ai+1y2E, we have
aiy+ 62E and a+1 y+ 62E, for otherwise xi+1
 
C y+ai
!
C yai+1
!
C xiuxi+1 is a cycle longer
than C or xi+1
 
C y+a+1
!
C yai+1
!
C xiuxi+1 is a longest cycle, but not dominating, a
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contradiction. When i = k, since bky2E and a+1 y2E, we have a+1 y+ 62E(G) and
aky+ 62E, for otherwise xk !C ybk  C a+1 y+
!
C x1uxk or x1
 
C y+ak
!
C ya+1
!
C xkux1 is a
longest cycle of G, but not dominating, contrary to Theorem 6. Thus in any case,
A5 =A4[fy+g is an independent set of G. Hence, there exist an ordering F(A5) of A5
and a sequence Y (A5) of jA5j − 1 distinct vertices such that the conclusion of Lemma
1 holds. Since A5 \ (N (u) \ N (v)) = ;, we obtain Y (A5)N (u) \ N (v), which leads
to jN (u) \ N (v)j>jY (A5)j= k, a contradiction.
Therefore, the proof of Theorem 7 is complete.
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